Enhanced NMR relaxation of fluids confined to porous media: A proposed theory and experimental tests.
We propose a theory to account for the NMR relaxation of water protons in situations in which the fluid is confined to porous structures exhibiting a scarce distribution of paramagnetic centers on their surface. Though much of what is stated and assumed concerns the response of water, the model has sufficiently general features to be able to explain proton relaxation of other polar fluids under similar conditions. One of the main results of the paper is to show that the local anisotropy introduced by the dominant dipolar coupling in the relaxation rates of active surface elements induces a measurable dependence on sample orientation in the overall relaxation rates of the saturating fluid provided its confining structure is not statistically isotropic. Measurements of T_{1} proton relaxation on water saturating microcapillary tubes are performed to reveal the effect.